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BLOWJOB LESSONS "If you only read one book a year, this is the one" - YouQueen Magazine



Make sure your sound is ON. Please wait about 10 seconds for the video to load. This video is NSFW.
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37947 relationships saved thanks to Jack's Blowjob Lessons



I WAKE UP EVERY DAY TO DOZENS OF EMAILS JUST LIKE THESE (The actual names have been changed for privacy reasons.)
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“He basically passed out in the end. I have never felt so self-confident in my life.” Amanda



Hey Jack, My boyfriend and I have been together for over 5 years. I had tried making him climax plenty of times....but since we were each other's only sex partner, it was hard to know what to do. Although the language was a little coarse, it was what I needed to understand what I was doing wrong. I finally tried it out on him and he basically passed out in the end. I have never felt so self-confident in my life. So thank you for spicing up my sex life a little bit....I think it definitely helped my relationship. Amanda
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“I absolutely LOOOOVVVEEE the fact that what i want I GET now.” Alexandra



Hello once again jack, you are my best friend, you are my knight in shinning armor, i frickin' LOVE you!!!!! my sex life has never been better!! honestly, i doubted the whole "he will even start shaking" part, but dam was i wrong!!! he just started shouting "YEAA!! F**K YEAAAHHH!! OH MY F**KING GOD!!! YES! YES! YES!" which is a miracle all in itself because hes christian and ive never heard him say the word f**k and 'god' in the same sentence. i absolutely LOOOOVVVEEE the fact that what i want I GET now. i just say the word and hes running for it, all because of a blowjob ;) i feel soo much happier now, like theres this 'wow' factor to the sex now that we have never experienced before. im sure ill be able to keep (and control ;D) my boyfriend for a very long time now. thank you for being my (and many others) hero, Alexandra Jack's Blowjob Lessons
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Sarah



“Thank you again for taking the time to help us girls out! (My boyfriend thanks you too!)” Jack, THANK YOU! You are straight to the point and no bulls**t. I have always loved giving h**d and I've never had a problem with the passion part, I just never knew what the hell I was doing! So thank you again for taking the time to help us girls out! (My boyfriend thanks you too!) Receiving facials weekly, Sarah
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“You are definitely one of my new heroes for sure.” Brian



Hey Jack, Dude I just wanted to say thank you...my girlfriend bought your book and was telling me about it and then tried so much of that stuff on me. I really appreciate all that stuff you had the balls to write in your book. You are definitely one of my new heroes for sure. Thanks again man, also thank the ex pornstar also, my girlfriend loved her advice :D Brian
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Jack’s Blowjob Lessons is an international bestseller with over 160 pages of blowjob instructions. Jack's Blowjob Lessons
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This course is in a PDF format and is available for download on this website within minutes! It requires only Adobe Reader to access. You will get a download link immediately upon checkout and also the files delivered to your email, so you can start learning right away!



Here are just some of the things covered in Jack's Blowjob Lessons. Click on any topic below to find out more. THE RIGHT ATTITUDE FOR THE “JOB” Without a proper attitude, no technique will ever improve your blowjob skills. Your blowjob technique is irrelevant if your attitude sucks. Therefore, the first part of my course is about the attitude change. Developing a Blowjob-ninja mindset that will make your man think he’s having hallucinations. I’ll hammer an iron-strong, super-powerful, orgasms-at-will producing attitude into your head so heavily that you’ll start salivating at the mere thought of giving a blowjob. I’ll turn you from a blowjob-newbie into a veteran Blowjob-Jedi Master that can get even the “I never came from a blowjob” guy to beg for mercy.
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Get ready to have your beliefs challenged. Just this 1 tip I give you will transfer your sex life to the next level. But don’t believe me. Instead, give it a try and see for yourself.



BLOWJOB POSITIONS FOR THE REST OF US One of the secrets of a great blowjob is a proper position. A few factors determine the “ideal” position. I’ll teach you all about that in my book so you get less tired and enjoy giving blowjobs way more. There really is more to blowjob positions than it seems, but I beg you not to buy into the BS most magazines and websites tell you to do. Kama Sutra and all that is cool, but let’s get real here. You don’t have to work in a circus and do acrobatics to be able to give head! Most of these magazines are so bored out of their mind they invent positions like the “flying Cobra” or the “Mumbo viper” expecting you to hang from the ceiling with a penis in your mouth. You don’t need to master a hundred different blowjob positions. Only a handful of them produce magical results. You will have the advantage of knowing what these positions are.



FOREPLAY AND THE RIGHT ATMOSPHERE I’ll teach you how to create a heavenly atmosphere and make him feel like a King or a Sultan in his throne being worshipped by an Angel that dropped down from Heaven. A man’s orgasm happens between his ears, not between his legs.
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I’ll teach you how to create a heavenly atmosphere and make him feel like a King or a Sultan in his throne being worshipped by an Angel that dropped down from Heaven. A man’s orgasm happens between his ears, not between his legs. As a kid I liked to take things apart and put them back together. That’s exactly what I’ll teach you: we’ll take his mind apart and put it back together. Once you know all the parts and understand the mechanics of his mind, fixing problems is easy. My book is like blowjobengineering. Put your helmet on solider and let’s get to work!



BLOWJOB TECHNIQUES THAT PRODUCE MIRACLE-ORGASMS I'll teach you over 22 dangerously good blowjob techniques for you in my course. Dangerously good? Yeah, some readers actually told me their husbands fainted after "exploding" :) Just to be clear, you and only you are responsible for any (un)wanted side-effects the techniques I teach you cause. I am not responsible if your man gets a heart attack from how good your blowjobs are. There are probably a thousand ways to go down on a guy, but only a few dozen that actually make a guy forget his own name. Improper and made-up techniques may give no reaction to a man or even make him feel like you have no idea what you are doing. He'll probably even lose his erection, let alone not orgasm. Use the simple to understand, step-by-step techniques from my guide and I guarantee your man will be in shock.
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HOW TO DEEPTHROAT LIKE A PORN STAR Deepthroating is a technique so special and talked about that I had to invite my old friend, Tanya J, to write an entire chapter about it. Tanya is a former pornstar (yes, a real one!) and I thought an experienced girl should describe deepthroating, as it is a lot more than just a regular blowjob. She talks about getting over your gag reflex and many more of her own tricks and industry secrets. Every man’s sexual fantasy is to have a woman that can deep-throat and happily gulp his manhood down her throat. Or at least a woman that’s willing to try. With some practice, patience, and Tanya’s guidance – you’ll be able to deep throat him even if he’s hung like an elephant. Rare are the women that are willing and able to deepthroat. You’ll join an “elite blowjob squad” of highly treasured women that most men would die for. Believe it or not –mastering the art of deep-throating is your one way ticket to a loving relationship.



TOP BLOWJOB LOCATIONS "Does it matter where I go down on him?" - you might ask. Of course it does. You have to get out of your bedroom to make your sex life more orgasmic. I'll teach you how to give the best blowjob in a car, a cinema, outdoors, in a public toilet, an elevator, on the beach, and a bunch of other “forbidden” places – and then I’ll teach you how to get away with it.
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This stuff will make your relationship fun, full of exciting and unforgettable experiences for both of you. If you can create fantasies like this for him, you'll win his heart right from the start - even if he's a "cold-hearted jerk."



WHAT TO SAY AND HOW TO SAY IT SO IT DRIVES HIM WILD Tell him the right words and you don't have to be a beauty queen to make him believe he's in heaven! It's all about capturing his imagination, using the power of your voice to make him go nuts. As I mentioned, a man’s orgasm happens in his head first, so the right words, said the right way in the right moment can “trigger” the part of his brain that says “Blast out minions! Reproduction time!” Imagine how it would feel for you to have complete control of when your man will achieve a mind-blowing orgasm. It’s almost as simple as snapping your fingers. That’s the power of saying the right words. When you have mind-control, you also have “penis control.” I will teach you how to talk dirty to him before, during, and after a blowjob. I’ll tell you exactly what to say, how to say it, and how to be completely comfortable about saying it.



TO SPIT OR SWALLOW, THAT IS THE QUESTION It is crucial for you to let a man ejaculate in your mouth at least once in a while. If you don't do it, only two things are possible: a) he gets pissed and ends the relationship, and b) he says "It's ok if you don't do it, baby, I love you anyway." and goes to a street hooker. Or some random chick that loves to swallow.
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Men judge you based on their past sexual experiences. If his ex swallowed, and you don’t even want to consider the option, sooner or later he’ll find a woman that’s willing to please him the way he wants to be pleased. Especially watch out for women that have already read my book because they are a serious threat to your relationship’s longevity. There are alternatives to swallowing. And I’m also sure that by the time you finish reading my book, you’ll become an avid supporter of my motto: “Spitters are quitters.” I’ll tell you how to start enjoying swallowing by knowing what to do to make his semen taste better and how to make the experience as enjoyable for yourself as you'll make it for him. And much, much more.



But this is just the beginning. When you purchase my blowjob Course, you'll get the following BONUS GUIDES for FREE:
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Special Advanced Edition



Jack's Blowjob FAQ



The Special Advanced Edition is designed for women that have more experience at giving blowjobs and want to take their already good skills to the next level.



This bonus guide is 312 pages long. It is a collection of detailed answers to 74 of the most frequent questions about blowjobs and sex in general.



The Special Advanced Edition is what will



If you can’t find the solution to your
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